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Essential QUESTIONS

What is the brain and why is it important?
The brain is our most complex organ. It connects us with 
the outside world, makes thinking possible, and allows us to 
survive. The hub of our nervous system, the brain weighs 
about 1.4 kg (3 lbs) and contains around 100 billion neurons 
and other cells that support their function. Main regions of the 
brain include the brain stem, cerebellum, limbic system, and 
cortex. These different regions interact to process everything 
you experience about yourself and the world.  

How does your brain work?
Communication between neurons is the basis of all brain 
function. Neurons send and receive messages throughout 
your nervous system, across an immensely complex network: 
from your body to your brain, within your brain, and from your 
brain out to your muscles and organs. Although you look with 
your eyes and listen with your ears, it’s your brain that inter-
prets sensory information, enabling you to see and to hear. 
A single neuron can launch as many as 1,000 signals per sec-
ond. These electrochemical signals shoot from one neuron 
to another through a connection called a synapse. When a 
signal reaches a synapse, it triggers the release of chemical 
messengers called neurotransmitters that link up with the 
next neuron and trigger the next signal. When impulses travel 
repeatedly across the same neurons — when we repeat an 
experience, for example — it reinforces the electrochemical 
pathway. The stronger specifi c pathways become, the better 
you get at things like solving Sudoku, playing the piano, or 
remembering names.  

How does your brain grow and change 
over time?
Your brain continues to change throughout your life. At birth 
the basic structures for sensing, moving, and thinking are 
in place, and most neurons have already formed. The total 
number doesn’t change much over a lifetime. But the 
number of connections between them does. As we go 
through life, especially during childhood and adolescence, 
we generate many more connections, as many as 100 trillion 
in all. Unused connections are pruned, making the network 
ever more effi cient. Because brains are shaped by individual 
experiences (scientists call this plasticity), no two brains are 
exactly alike. Brains can often recover after serious damage. 
In brains damaged by strokes, for example, healthy regions 
may take on lost functions so the person can walk or talk 
again. Late in life, brain cells start to deteriorate, although 
physical and mental activities can help stave off decline. 

How does the brain vary across 
diff erent organisms?
Many organisms (like plants, bacteria, and animals such as 
jellyfi sh) don’t have brains. All vertebrates do. The parts of 
the brain that humans share with reptiles and birds control 
breathing, heartbeat, movement, and other bodily functions. 
The limbic system in the brains of mammals supports more 
complex behavior and social relations, as well as emotions 
like fear, rage, and desire. Primates (including humans) 
recognize facial expressions, communicate, and maintain 
complex social relationships using an area of the brain 
called the prefrontal cortex, which is far larger than in other 
mammals of the same size. In addition to what we share 
with lizards and other mammals, the human brain has an 
especially well-developed prefrontal cortex, which enhances, 
for example, our ability to predict consequences and to 
think symbolically.

How do we study the brain?
Until fairly recently, most of what we knew came from 
looking at the brains of people who had died, observing the 
behavior of people with brain injuries, or studying animal 
brains. Since the 1970’s, new technologies (see insert) have 
emerged that image the living brain, enabling researchers 
to observe which regions are active during different experi-
ences, from gambling to hearing music. At the same time, 
scientists have learned how to sequence genomes, and more 
about how genes, drugs, and neurotransmitters work. These 
discoveries are improving our ability to repair, and even 
enhance, brain function. 

Step into your brain. This exhibition explores how neurons communicate; how the brain processes sensory 
information, emotions, and behaviors; how the organ evolved in vertebrates; and what makes each human brain 
unique. Use the Essential Questions below to connect the exhibition’s themes to your curriculum.
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GLOSSARY Come Prepared

Correlations to National 
Standards

brain stem: all information to and from the rest of the 
body passes through the brain stem, which controls 
breathing and heartbeat and plays a vital role in 
attention and arousal.

cerebellum: the region involved with coordinating 
complex voluntary muscular movement, balance, 
and posture

cognitive: related to conscious intellectual activity, 
such as reasoning, imagining, or memorizing 

cortex: thin outer layer of the brain that helps mammals 
process sensory information and make decisions. In 
humans, an expanded cortex makes complex thought 
and reasoning possible.  

electrochemical: involving both electrical and chemical 
processes. In the brain, neurons communicate across 
synapses when chemical signals called neurotransmit-
ters trigger reactions in the cell that change the
electrical properties of the next cell.

limbic system: a set of brain structures present in 
mammals that help generate emotional responses, 
motivations, and memory, particularly ones related 
to survival.   

nervous system: a branching network of neurons that 
sends, receives, and processes nerve signals throughout 
the body. Organs and muscles rely upon these impulses 
to function.  

neurons: key building blocks of the nervous system 
responsible for processing and transmitting electrical 
and chemical information. These cells have long, 
slender extensions that can connect to other neurons 
or muscle and gland cells.

neurotransmitters: chemicals released by a neuron to 
transmit signals across a synapse to another cell 

plasticity: the ability of the brain to change in response 
to experience by forming new neuronal connections. 
This allows it to learn and compensate for injury or 
disease.

prefrontal cortex: the front of the cortex, responsible 
for complex cognitive behaviors, including mediating 
confl icting thoughts, evaluating decisions, and 
predicting future events

synapse: connection point where one neuron 
communicates with another 

vertebrate: any member of the large group of animals 
that possess a backbone or spinal column, such as 
lizards, mammals, birds, and fi sh

Plan your visit. For information about reservations, trans-
portation, and lunchrooms, visit amnh.org/education/plan.

Read the Essential Questions in this guide to see how 
themes in Brain: The Inside Story connect to your 
curriculum. Identify the key points that you’d like your 
students to learn from the exhibition.  

Review the Teaching in the Exhibition section of this 
guide for an advance look at the objects, models, and 
interactives that you and your class will be encountering. 

Review the activities and student worksheets in this 
guide. Designed for use before, during, and after your visit, 
these activities focus on themes that correlate to the 
NYS Science Core Curriculum:

 • Sensing our Environment (grades K–5) 
 • Senses and Survival (grades 6–8) 
 • Brain and Neurons (grades 9–12)

Decide how your students will explore Brain: The Inside 

Story. Suggestions include: 

•  You and your chaperones can facilitate the visit using the 
Teaching in the Exhibition section of this guide. 

•  Your students can use the student worksheets to explore 
the exhibition on their own or in small groups.

•  Students, individually or in groups, can use copies of the 
map to choose their own paths. 

Your visit to the Brain: The Inside Story exhibition can 
be correlated to the national standards listed below. 
See the end of this guide for a full listing of New York 
State standards.

Science Education Standards
All Grades • A1: Abilities necessary to do scientifi c inquiry 
• A2: Understanding about scientifi c inquiry • G1: Science as a 
human endeavor • G3: History of Science 
K–4 • C1: Characteristics of organisms • C2: Life cycles of 
organisms • F1: Personal health
5–8 • C1: Structure and function of living systems • C3: Regulation 
and behavior • E2: Understandings about science and technology 
• F1: Personal health • F5: Science and technology in society
9–12 • C1: The cell • C3: Biological evolution • C6: Behavior of 
organisms • E2: Understandings about science and technology 
• F1: Personal and community health • F6: Science and technology 
in local, national, and global challenges



1. Your Sensing Brain

Everything we know about the world comes to us through 
our senses. This part of the exhibition investigates how the 
brain creates meaning from the fl ood of sensory data. This 
is how we understand what we see, hear, touch, smell, and 
taste.

GUIDING QUESTION 
How do our brains integrate information from the outside 
world?

        (Answer: Specifi c areas of the nervous system (senses) 

are devoted to seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and 

touching. They translate physical information like light 

and pressure into sensory signals that can be carried by 

neurons to the brain. The brain interprets all that sensory 

information, which allows us to make sense of the world 

around us.)

GUIDED EXPLORATION
Look (thread installation): 
Invite students to look at this 
artwork, guess what it repre-
sents, then look through the 
glass for a different view. Ask 
what they fi rst saw. When did the 
colors and shapes snap into an 
image? Then explain that in some 
ways, this experience is like what 
happens in the brain when we 
see. Ask what this suggests 
about the way vision works.

        (Answer: Vision involves more than our eyes, and more 

than the passive reception of light. We also draw on parts 

of the brain and on what we already know about the world 

to help interpret and understand what we see.)

Look up!
As the class enters the exhibition, students will see 
a sculpture overhead with moving beads of light. 
Explain that the lights represent the electrochemical 
signals that race across an incredibly complex network 
inside our brains — so that we can think, feel, and move. 

Brain: The Inside Story uses objects, models, games, interactives, videos, and more to explore how the most 
complex organ in the body has evolved, how it works, and how it makes us human. This guide divides the 
exhibition into fi ve areas, which correspond to the map and to the text below. 

Listen (rainy scene): Have students guess what sound 
they’re hearing, then check their answers on the next 
panel. Ask them if their brains perceived the sound and 
image as two separate things, or tried to connect them. 
What does this experience demonstrate about the senses?

        (Answer: Your senses are interconnected, so you 

experience the world as a unifi ed whole. Because the 

brain is always building a unifi ed perception from packets 

of incomplete information, it is easily tricked.) 

Connect (Kiki & Booba shapes): Suggest that students 
compare the two models and consider why our brains 
match sound and shape the way they do. Tell students that 
this capacity is remarkably consistent across cultures and 
languages. Ask them what they think this tells us about 
the brain.

        (Answer: People often connect sights, sounds and other 

sensations that have similar qualities, in this case the 

sound of the name assigned to objects of distinct shapes. 

Some researchers consider this tendency a mild form 

of synesthesia, a rare type of sensory blending in which 

people taste words, feel fl avors, or see sounds as colors.) 

2. Your Emotional Brain

Here the exhibition examines the importance and 
evolutionary roots of emotions across animals. Emotions 
evolved and are expressed in much the same way among 
all mammals. Humans have an especially large prefrontal 
cortex, which gives us the ability to think about our 
emotions before we act on them. 

GUIDING QUESTIONS
How are our emotional responses like or unlike those 
of other animals? What kinds of events trigger which 
emotions — and what kinds of responses?

        (Answer: Basic emotions such as fear, anger, joy, 

separation distress, etc., are similar in all mammals and 

expressed in much the same way. Fear is the brain’s way 

of alerting us to danger; anger prepares us to fi ght; a loss 

makes us feel sad; we’re happy when we feel safe and 

loved. Responses to those emotions are behaviors such 

as smiling, snarling, and crying, which help humans 

communicate what they’re feeling.) 

Teaching in the EXHIBITION



GUIDED EXPLORATION
Evolving Emotions: Have students compare and contrast 
the brains of a sea snail, iguana, raccoon, macaque mon-
key, and human. What does the brain of each species allow 
it to do? How do emotions help organisms survive? 

        (Answers may include: Emotions tell us how important 

things are, whether our needs are being met and what 

we want to do about it. Ultimately, all emotions motivate 

organisms to do things that promote survival and repro-

duction, like fi nding shelter and seeking companionship. 

Evolution does not go “up” towards humans. It goes “out” 

in many directions. All organisms are equally capable of 

gathering information about their environment and 

bodies, and respond accordingly to allow the survival 

of the individuals and ultimately the species.)

Build a Brain: As students assemble the components of 
the human brain, ask them to observe what key structures 
are shared by other animal species. What is unusual about 
the human brain, and what does it allow us to do?

        (Answers may include: An expanded prefrontal cortex 

is unique to humans. It allows us to choose between 

confl icting impulses, predict consequences, relate past 

and present, and regulate emotions in favor of reaching a 

balance between our thinking and emotional brains.)

How Do You Feel?: Have students explore this interactive 
to fi nd out how levels of different neurotransmitters rise 
and fall during specifi c emotional states.

        (Students may observe: At any given moment, various 

chemical messengers, or neurotransmitters, activate or 

inhibit specifi c the activity in regions of your brain. By 

layering these chemical signals on other signals, your 

brain can adjust how you respond to things—including 

by putting you in diff erent moods.) 

3. Your Thinking Brain

In humans, the cortex has evolved to produce much more 
complicated thought than in other animals. This part of the 
exhibition explores three different capacities of the human 
brain that are essential to the way we think: language, 
memory, and reasoning — or what scientists call executive 
function. 

        (Answers may include: The human brain has an especially 

developed prefrontal cortex that enhances abilities like 

predicting consequences and thinking symbolically.)

GUIDING QUESTIONS
Have you ever wondered how you think? Or about the fact 
that only a human could ask that question?

GUIDED EXPLORATION
This “walk-through brain” shows how different parts of 
our brain contribute to language, memory, and reasoning 
(such as planning, problem-solving, and decision-making). 
Have students explore the variety of “brain games,” 
puzzles, and activities in each section below.

Language section: Ask students how many languages 
they speak. What does learning a foreign word involve? 
Why is it easier for very young kids to learn a new 
language?

        (Answers may include: The human brain is built for 

language, but languages must still be learned. At birth 

your brain is capable of learning any language, and the 

language regions are most fl exible during childhood.) 

 Memory section: Have students identify different kinds 
of memory and point to which areas of their brains are 
involved. Ask them to pick one of those kinds of memory 
and to share an example from their own lives.

        (Answers may include: Types of memory include short 

term, or working memory (used when recalling something 

like a phone number or address), which is stored in the 

prefrontal cortex; long-term memory (for the sights 

and sounds of an event that happened years ago, for 

example), which is stored in the hippocampus; procedural 

memory (for activities like tying your shoes), which 

involves structures deep within the brain called basal 

ganglia; and emotional memory (of highly emotional 

events), which is stored in the amygdala.)



Reasoning section (Focus & Plan Ahead): First, have 
students look at the two columns of colored words. Ask 
them to say the color of the words in the left column, then 
the column on the right, and to compare the results. Then, 
invite students to play the stacking game. Have them plan 
their moves in advance and then complete the game. Ask 
them what makes stacking the blocks diffi cult? What parts 
of the brain are involved in this kind of planning?

        (Students may observe: In the Word-Color test, one 

region of the brain identifi es the meaning of the word, 

another the actual color seen, and yet another recognizes 

the confl ict. The region that recognizes the confl ict 

informs the thinking brain and this helps you to focus 

your attention on the color alone.

       The stacking game is a classic test of executive function 

because it involves thinking spatially, using logic, and 

controlling movement. Thanks to the executive centers at 

the front of your brain, you can imagine diff erent strate-

gies, evaluate them and choose the best one—all before 

making a move.)

4. Your Changing Brain

Even though all human brains share the same structure, no 
two are exactly alike. This section explains how the things 
we do (meditate, ride a bike, play piano) change our brains 
by making neural connections. We can strengthen those 
connections by repeating the actions. Certain types of 
learning are easier at specifi c developmental stages, but 
learning never stops.

GUIDING QUESTIONS
From birth to old age, how does the brain develop? How 
can we keep it working as well as possible as we grow old?

        (Answers may include: At birth most neurons have 

already formed. As we go through life we generate many 

more connections between neurons, while unused con-

nections are pruned. Physical and mental activities can 

help stave off  decline in late life.) 

GUIDED EXPLORATION
Growing: Ask students to fi nd themselves on this timeline 
and describe what’s going on in their brains at their stage 
of development. What will be different in a few years?

        (Answers will vary depending on age of student. There are 

spurts in brain growth during childhood and adolescence. 

The neuronal paths connecting diff erent parts of the 

brain are shaped by diff erent activities, from kicking a ball 

to conjugating verbs to practicing yoga.)

Living and Aging: Ask students to consider what makes 
each human brain unique. How do they think their hobbies 
and habits have shaped their brains, and how do they hope 
to sharpen them in the future? 

        (Answers may include: Because your brain changes every 

day, forming new connections as you learn and react 

to the world, no two brains are alike. Each has diff erent 

strengths, which depend on how you use it.)

Brain Training: Have students play these brain-building 
exercises. What changes do they observe in their reaction 
times? Can they explain what’s happening in their brains to 
make this possible? 

        (Answers may include: Every experience leaves its mark 

in the brain, as signals race down pathways from neuron 

to neuron. When you remember or repeat the experience, 

signals retrace and reinforce those pathways.)
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5. Your 21st-Century Brain

Therapies ranging from drugs to surgery are already alter-
ing our brains, and new technologies are in the pipeline. 
This part of the exhibition discusses the way technologies 
are changing how we diagnose and treat disease, and 
presenting us with challenging decisions. 

GUIDING QUESTION
How are new insights into brain function allowing us to 
repair — even enhance — the brain?

        (Answers may include: New medications, stem cell 

research, genetic modifi cation, digital implants, and other 

biological research have the potential to repair brain 

damage from stroke and Alzheimer’s disease, eliminate 

pain, reduce the need for sleep, control appetite, improve 

memory, increase creativity, replace lost senses, and 

prevent aging.) 

GUIDED EXPLORATION
New therapies and ethics section: Ask students which 
of these new technologies they fi nd the most surprising. 
What do they think about using these tools to repair brain 
function? How about to enhance it? Would they want to 
install computers in their brains if they could? How about 
connecting their brains to the internet?

        (Answers may vary and open to a rich discussion on 

issues such as the incredible advances of technology and 

science; our cultural belief that technology can fi x every-

thing; and the ethical question of whether being able to 

do something implies we should do it).

“Brain lounge”: Seat students in a circle around this 
projection to watch the brain in action. Have them observe 
and think about which areas are involved in different 
activities, like playing the cello or shooting hoops. 

        (Answers may include: The simultaneous translator uses 

both sides of her brain, instead of only the left side. The 

basketball player uses the parts of the brain that have 

to do with motor planning and coordination, but also 

language syntax and self-reference and self-correction. 

The cello player, besides using the auditory and visual 

cortexes, uses the language cortex and the part related 

to the integration of patterns and sensory signals. The 

guitar player, besides using the auditory cortex, uses the 

parts related to self-correction and self-reference.)
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Brain: The Inside Story Exhibition Website
amnh.org/brain

Access featured videos, interactives, photo galleries, and 
more from the exhibition.

Brain: The Inside Story for Educators
amnh.org/education/brain

This website lists all exhibition-related resources and tips on 
planning your visit.

Brain OLogy 
amnh.org/ology/brain

Games, puzzles, and activities help kids explore how the brain 
enables us to think and move. 

Science Bulletins
amnh.org/sciencebulletins

Check out the Human Bulletin for recent discoveries about 
neuroanatomy, symbolic thought, and the wiring and 
evolution of the human brain.

Neuroscience for Kids 
faculty.washington.edu/chudler/neurok.html

This searchable site for middle- and high-school students 
combines science basics with new discoveries in brain 
research, experiments, and lesson plans for teachers.

Brain Atlas 
brainexplorer.org/brain_atlas/Brainatlas_index.shtml

This illustrated atlas explains brain anatomy, how it works, 
and current knowledge about a range of brain disorders. 

The Brain from Top to Bottom 
thebrain.mcgill.ca/fl ash/index_d.html

Browsable by module and topic, high-school students can 
explore the brain from synapse to social constructs. 

Charlie Rose: The Brain Series 
charlierose.com/view/collection/10702

In each episode of this PBS monthly series, a panel of experts 
discusses a different aspect of brain function and research.

Society for Neuroscience: NERVE
ndgo.net/sfn/nerve/

This regularly updated site provides information and tools for 
teachers. Searchable by grade level, topic, and keyword.

Society for Neuroscience: Brain Facts 
sfn.org/index.aspx?pagename=brainFacts

Aimed at high-school students and teachers, this free down-
loadable book is a primer on the brain and nervous system.

Online RESOURCES

•  Half a million neurons form every minute during 
the fi rst fi ve months in the womb.

•  The brain of a medium-sized dog weighs around 
3 ounces (80 g), the same as a small kiwifruit. 

•  A one-year-old child’s brain weighs about 2 pounds 
(950 g), ten times the size of the average dog’s brain.

•  The primate cortex is so large that it has to be 
folded to fi t inside the skull. That’s why the surface 
of the brain is wrinkly.

•  Plants have no nerves and no brain. 

•  Some animals, like earthworms, snails, and 
spiders, have nerves but not actual brains.

•  The nervous system runs on electricity, but the 
levels are low. Brain signals involve less than one-
tenth the voltage of an ordinary fl ashlight battery.  

•  Some messages shoot through the nervous 
system faster than others. When you pet a fl uffy 
dog, one signal races from your fi ngertip to your 
brain in 10 to 20 milliseconds, letting you know she 
is soft. Another signal reaches your brain a few 
milliseconds later, telling you she is warm.

•  The longest neuron in the animal kingdom goes all 
the way down the giraffe’s neck.

Brain Busters

XX%

Cert no. XXX-XXX-XXXX



Brain: The Inside Story uses objects, models, 
games, interactives, videos, and more to explore 
how the most complex organ in the body has 
evolved, how it works, and how it makes us human. 

1. Your Sensing Brain
Everything we know about the world comes to us through 
our senses. This part of the exhibition investigates how the 
brain creates meaning from the fl ood of sensory data. 
This is how we understand what we see, hear, touch, smell, 
and taste.

2. Your Emotional Brain
Here the exhibition examines the importance and evolution-
ary roots of emotions across animals. Emotions evolved and 
are expressed in much the same way among all mammals. 
Humans have an especially large prefrontal cortex, which 
gives us the ability to think about our emotions before we 
act on them. 

3. Your Thinking Brain
In humans, the cortex has evolved to produce much more 
complicated thought than in other animals. This part of 
the exhibition explores three different capacities of the 
human brain that are essential to the way we think: 
language, memory, and reasoning — or what scientists 
call executive function. 

4. Your Changing Brain
Even though all human brains share the same structure, 
no two are exactly alike. This section explains how the things 
we do (meditate, ride a bike, play piano) change our brains 
by making neural connections. We can strengthen those 
connections by repeating the actions. Certain types of learn-
ing are easier at specifi c developmental stages, but learning 
never stops.

5. Your 21st-Century Brain
Therapies ranging from drugs to surgery are already 
altering our brains, and new technologies are in the pipeline. 
This part of the exhibition discusses the way technologies 
are changing how we diagnose and treat disease, and 
presenting us with challenging decisions. 

Map of the Exhibition

amnh.org/brain
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Explore some of the technologies that enable us to image the living brain and observe it at work.

CAT or CT
Computerized axial tomography 
scans are a series of x-rays of the skull 
taken from many different directions. 
CAT scans generate cross-sections of 
the brain that show its structure 
in detail.

MRI
Magnetic resonance imaging uses 
magnetic fi elds and radio waves to 
produce highly detailed 2- or 3-D 
images of internal organs. 

PET
Positron emission tomography was 
the fi rst technique to capture brain 
activity. Scans measure emissions 
from radioactive chemicals injected 
into the bloodstream, producing 2- or 
3-D images that refl ect the amount of 
activity in various brain regions.

DSI
Diff usion spectrum images use magnetic resonance to track the movement of water molecules along nerve fi bers. DSI images 
show multiple pathways in 3 dimensions, giving researchers a more complete picture of the brain’s internal communication 
network.

The brain’s outer layer, the cortex, is crucial for thinking — but 
it does not work alone. This DSI scan reveals the countless 
connections between the cortex and subcortical regions. 
While many different regions are involved in thinking, the 
connections between these regions are equally important. 

In this DSI scan, looping bundles of fi bers connect the regions of 
the limbic system, including the amygdala, hippocampus, and other 
areas. These brain parts are referred to as a single “system” 
because of the communication pathways that link them together. 

fMRI
Functional magnetic resonance 
imaging is a special type of MRI that 
images changes in blood fl ow to spe-
cifi c areas of the brain as the subject 
performs a specifi c task. FMRI scans 
provide both an anatomical and a 
functional view of the brain.

Brain Imaging Technology

amnh.org/brain

BRAIN: The Inside Story

© 2010 American Museum of Natural History. All rights reserved.



OVERVIEW
Students will explore their senses, experience how information is 
gathered by different senses, and discover how our senses provide 
essential information about the outside world.  

BACKGROUND FOR EDUCATOR
Everything we know about the world comes to us through our senses. Our senses of vision, hearing, touch, smell, and taste 
provide essential information about our environment, such as potential danger and availability of food. Different regions of 
our brains work together to process and create meaning from this fl ood of sensory data. This is how we understand what 
we see, hear, touch, smell and taste. 

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

Activity: Explore Our Senses

Part 1: Mystery Bag
Prepare the mystery bags ahead of time (one bag for each group of four 
students). Each bag should contain different items that require students 
to use their different senses to identify them. These could be scented 
objects like candles, round heavy objects like rocks or potatoes, or 
objects that make noise when rattled, like a bag of pennies. 

Begin the activity by reviewing the fi ve senses (vision, hearing, touch, 

taste, and smell) with your students. Then distribute the mystery bags. Have your students explore the bag 
in stages, using only one sense at a time (smell, hearing, touch) to fi gure out what’s in the bag. Ask them to work in silence 
and to record their observations during each stage.  

Ask students to share how their senses helped them fi gure out what was in the bags. Ask:

•  What was challenging about this activity? Why? 
(Answers will vary. The purpose of this activity is for students to become aware of how much we rely on our vision and 
how when we do not have it, we use our other senses.)

Part 2: Senses We Use Everyday
Now that students are aware of their diff erent senses, have them work in groups of two or three to make a list of the 
senses that they would use or rely on when they are doing the following activities:

•  walking in the dark and in daylight  (Answer: in the dark will rely on sense of hearing, touch, smell, and taste rather than 
vision. In the light would rely on vision more than hearing.)

•  swimming or playing under water  (Answer: would rely on vision, touch, hearing, and taste rather than smell)

•  playing in the park  (Answer: would rely on vision, hearing, smell, and touch rather than taste)

•  watching television  (Answer: would rely on vision and hearing)

•  playing your favorite sport  (Answers will vary slightly but accept all answers.)

Explore Senses & the Environment
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NYS Science Core Curriculum
LE 5.2c: Senses can provide essential 
information (regarding danger, food, mates, 
etc.) to animals about their environment.

Plan how your students will explore 
Brain: The Inside Story using the student 
worksheets. You might choose to have students 
work in groups of two or three as they explore 
the exhibition. 

Distribute copies of the worksheets to students 
before coming to the Museum. You may want 
to review the worksheets and the map of the 
exhibition with them (and their chaperones) to 
make sure they understand what they are to do.



Have groups share their responses with other groups. Provide each group with a picture of a human body and have them 
label where the senses are located on the body. Have students discuss in their groups the following:

•  Where are your senses located on your body?  (Answers will vary.)

•  Why do you think your senses are located where they are?  (Answers will vary.)

•  What do the senses do?  (Answers will vary.)

• Identify the holes or openings in your head. Pick one of the holes or openings and answer these questions:

 o  What does this opening do?  
(Answers may include: I breathe through my nose. Air goes in and out of it.) 

 o  Why do you think it is located where it is? 
(Answers may include: The holes are located here because of the close proximity to the brain.) 

 o  Why do you have so many holes in your head?  
(Answers may include: All the holes in my head are connected to one of my senses, which are connected to 
my brain.) 

Note: You may wish to save these drawings for after your visit to the Museum. Back in the classroom, students can 
compare their drawings and the homunculus model to make connections about their senses.

DURING YOUR VISIT

Brain: The Inside Story Exhibition
3rd fl oor (45 minutes)
Have students use their student worksheets to investigate how we use our senses to process information. You may wish 
to divide students into groups of two or three. Students in K–2 will visit four locations in the exhibition to identify the 
senses that they use to do each activity. Students in 3–5 will visit two locations to explore in depth their sense of touch 
and how their sense of hearing and vision work together. 

Milstein Hall of Ocean Life
1st fl oor (20 minutes)
Visit the different ecosystems and dioramas in this hall to explore how different animals rely on different senses, 
depending on where they live (e.g. dark/light, land/nature, cold/warm). You may wish to have students draw an animal, 
and to describe how its senses may provide essential information for survival.  

BACK IN THE CLASSROOM

Activity: Sensing the Outside World
Talk about the Museum experience with your class. Ask: What did you learn about your senses?  (Answers will vary.) 
Then have students work in pairs to discuss one of the following:

•  If you had to give up one of your senses—which one would you pick? How do you think that would affect the other senses? 
(Answers will vary.)

• Pick a job. Make a list by importance of the senses that are needed to do this job.  (Answers will vary.)
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Next, write on the board: “How do our brains integrate information from the outside world?” Divide the students into fi ve 
groups. Assign one of the following senses to each group: vision, hearing, touch, taste, and smell. Distribute a big piece 
of paper and a picture of the sense organ to each group. Ask each team to review the worksheets they completed in the 
Museum. Then have them provide examples on the big piece of paper about how this sense tells us information about 
the outside world, and present it to the class.

Activity: Taste a Smell Test
amnh.org/ology/brain/jellybeantest
In this short hands-on activity, students will use jellybeans to explore two senses that were not examined in the exhibition. 
They will fi nd out the importance of smell in their ability to taste food. Tell students that at the Museum, we learned about 
our sensing brain from seeing, hearing, and touching, and now we will do an activity using our sense of taste and see how it 
is connected to our other senses. After you do this jellybean activity, ask students: What does this experience demonstrate 
about the senses? Have students write a creative response using what they learned about their senses at Museum and in 
class to give advice to someone who has to eat soggy cold green vegetables.

ONLINE RESOURCES

Brain OLogy 
amnh.org/ology/brain
Hands-on activities and online games help students explore how the brain enables us to sense the world around us.

Tasty Visions Activity 
faculty.washington.edu/chudler/chtaste.html

Teachers Guide to Animal and Senses 
ansp.org/education/pdf/pre_post/Animal_Senses_teacher_guide.pdf
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Explore Your Senses
Find these places in the exhibition. At each place, do the activity. Circle the senses 
that you used to do each activity.   

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

STUDENT WORKSHEET
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“Look”

In the Your Sensing Brain area, fi nd the title:

Spools of
colorful thread

Puzzle pieces 
of the brain

Woman with umbrella

In the Your Emotional Brain area, fi nd the title:

In the Your Sensing Brain area, fi nd the title:

Pick an activity that is interesting to you:

What is it?

“Build a Brain”

“Listen”

“                                  ”



Explore Your Senses
Find these places in the exhibition. At each place, do the activity. Circle the senses 
that you used to do each activity.   

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

I used these senses:

 hearing

 smell

 taste

 touch

 vision

STUDENT WORKSHEET

ANSWER KEY
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“Look”

In the Your Sensing Brain area, fi nd the title:

Spools of
colorful thread

Puzzle pieces 
of the brain

Woman with umbrella

In the Your Emotional Brain area, fi nd the title:

In the Your Sensing Brain area, fi nd the title:

Pick an activity that is interesting to you:

What is it?

“Build a Brain”

“Listen”

“                                  ”



       Explore Your Sense of Touch 

Find the homunculus model in the Your Sensing Brain section.

       Explore How Your Senses Work Together

Turn around and fi nd the picture of a woman holding an umbrella. 

Test your own skin. Touch the skin on your elbow with a fi nger. 
Now touch your lips with the same fi nger. How sensitive are they? 
Describe the differences. 

 

Look at the elbows, lips, and hands on the homunculus. 
Are these parts bigger or smaller than the rest of the body? 
What does this tell you about how sensitive they are? 

Stop and listen. What do you hear?

What two main senses did you
use to fi gure out the sound?

Talk about it. What does this experience tell you about the senses? 

Go around the corner to the left and “look 
inside” the circle. Now what do you hear? 

STUDENT WORKSHEET
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       Explore Your Sense of Touch 

Find the homunculus model in the Your Sensing Brain section.

       Explore How Your Senses Work Together

Turn around and fi nd the picture of a woman holding an umbrella. 

Test your own skin. Touch the skin on your elbow with a fi nger. 
Now touch your lips with the same fi nger. How sensitive are they? 
Describe the differences. 

(Answer: My lips feel more sensitive than my elbow.)

Look at the elbows, lips, and hands on the homunculus. 
Are these parts bigger or smaller than the rest of the body? 
What does this tell you about how sensitive they are? 

(Sample answer: The lips and hands are very big because they’re 

very sensitive areas. They detect many diff erent sensations. 

The elbows are small because they are less sensitive.)

Stop and listen. What do you hear?

What two main senses did you
use to fi gure out the sound?

Talk about it. What does this experience tell you about the senses? 

Go around the corner to the left and “look 
inside” the circle. Now what do you hear? 

STUDENT WORKSHEET
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1

2

 hearing             smell             taste             touch             vision

(Answer should be: raindrops) (Answer: sizzling bacon)

X X

(Answer: Our brain works to understand what is around us by combining information from 

all of our senses. So if I see a rainy scene, what I hear might sound like a downpour. But with 

a diff erent visual cue, I may recognize the sound for what it is: the sizzle of frying bacon.)

ANSWER KEY



OVERVIEW
Students will explore how the human brain takes in information from our 
environment using our senses, processes this information, and responds. 
They will learn that often our brain must resolve a confl ict before it can 
respond to the environment, and this is done by the process of 
decision-making.   

BACKGROUND FOR EDUCATOR
The human brain shares some key structures with the brains of other organisms, but it is unique. While the ability to take 
in signals from our external environment using our senses is shared with other animals, the human ability to then make 
decisions about confl icting impulses and communicate our responses helps us to survive in a complex world. One structure 
of our brain that helps with this unique ability is our expanded prefrontal cortex. 

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

Activity: Senses, Decision-Making, and Memory: 
Keys to Survival?
Using the discussion questions below, invite students to explore what 
survival means to them. While prompting them to answer, have someone 
(a fellow teacher, school staff person, or student) inconspicuously walk 
into the classroom, ideally carrying something into the room or getting 
something from the room. They should just stand around for about 45 
seconds without speaking to anyone or drawing attention to themselves, 
and then walk out of the room. 

Discussion Questions:

•  What parts of your body do you rely on everyday to survive?  (Answers will vary, and may include: heart, lungs, brain.)

•  Which of your senses did you use to get to school today?  (Answers will vary.)

•  What decisions did you make to get to school today? 
(Answers may include: time needed to catch the bus, route taken, when to cross the street) 

•  What senses would a lost dog use to fi nd its way home? 
(Answer: it would rely more on its sense of smell than sense of vision; humans rely more on our sense of vision than smell)

•  What decisions would a dog make to fi nd its way home? 
(Answer: it would not decide which route was best)

•  How do your senses help you survive?  
(Answers will vary. Sample answer: I know not to cross the street if I see that the light is red or the cars are coming.)

•  How does your ability to make decisions help you survive?   
(Answers will vary. Sample answer: I know not to touch something hot because it’s going to burn me.)

After class discussion is over, ask the students if they noticed the visitor and, if so, to list everything they can remember 
about that person, including what he or she looked like, colors of clothing, what they were carrying, etc. Ask students who 
saw the visitor if they were able to pay attention to the class discussion at the same time. Tell students that in the Brain 
exhibition, they will explore how our brain works, including how we remember and make decisions.

Explore Senses & Survival
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NYS Science Core Curriculum
LE 5.1g: The survival of an organism 
depends on its ability to sense and respond 
to its external environment. 

Plan how your students will explore 
Brain: The Inside Story using the student 
worksheets. You might choose to have students 
work in pairs as they explore the exhibition. 

Distribute copies of the worksheets to students 
before coming to the Museum. You may want 
to review the worksheets and the map of the 
exhibition with them to make sure they under-
stand what they are to do. 



DURING YOUR VISIT

Brain: The Inside Story Exhibition
3rd fl oor (45 minutes)
Have students use their student worksheets to investigate brain anatomy and how our brain responds to our environ-
ment. You might choose to have students work in pairs as they explore the exhibition. In the Your Emotional Brain section, 
students will build a 3-D model of a human brain by assembling the different parts shared between reptiles, mammals, 
primates, and humans. Then they will compare and contrast the brains of different species. In the Your Thinking Brain 
section, they will time each other at the word-color test to determine how fast they can reconcile confl icting impulses. 
The next interactive they will visit is number chunking, where they will need to organize information to recall as many 
numbers as possible.  

Spitzer Hall of Human Origins 
1st Floor (20–30 minutes)
Go to the middle of the exhibition and fi nd the four dioramas that depict the lives of our early human ancestors: A New Type 
of Human, Hyenas vs. Hominids, Neanderthal Campsite, and Life During the Ice Age. Have students work in small groups 
and select two dioramas to compare and contrast how hominids (early humans) survived in their environments. Have 
students gather evidence from each scene to answer the following questions:

•  How would you describe the environment?   
(Sample answer: In the ice age diorama, it’s snowy and cold.)

•  What senses are the early humans using in their environments?  
(Sample answer: They might be listening to the environment, looking out for prey, looking at each other for body 
language, and using sense of touch to make sharp things for defense.)

•  What decisions are they making in order to survive in their environment?   
(Sample answer: The people are wearing fur, using fi re, using tools, living in shelter, and working together.)

BACK IN THE CLASSROOM

Class Discussion: Making Sense of Your Senses
Divide the class into groups of four. Have each group review their worksheets and discuss the following questions. Then ask 
each group to share their fi ndings with other groups.

1. Build a Brain & Evolving Emotions
•  Looking at the chart you completed, do you think a lizard, dog, or monkey could play the word-color or chunking numbers 

games? Why or why not?
(Answer: No, because only humans have a prefrontal cortex. This brain part helps us make plans, predictions, 
and decisions.)

2. Chunking Numbers
•  What decisions did you have to make to group the numbers?

(Answers will vary, and may include: I grouped the numbers into several “chunks.” I thought of 2011 as a year, which is 
easy to remember.)

3. Word-Color Test
•  Was it harder to say the color of the words in Column A, or Column B? Why?

(Answer: Column B was harder because the color of the words did not match the meaning of the words. When the words 
and colors confl ict, the brain must struggle to ignore competing information.)
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ONLINE RESOURCES

Brain OLogy
amnh.org/ology/brain
Hands-on activities and online games help students explore how the brain senses and responds the world around us. 
They can do the word-color test again in “Trip Up Your Brain.”

ScienceBulletins: New Brain Model of Earliest Primate 
sciencebulletins.amnh.org/?sid=h.s.memory.20090126
Researchers from the universities of Florida and Winnipeg have reconstructed the brain of Ignacius graybullianus, one of 
the earliest primates known, from a 54-million-year-old fossil skull. It’s the most complete brain model of its kind and casts 
new light on the beginnings of primate brain development.

ScienceBulletins: When Young Brains Become Social 
sciencebulletins.amnh.org/?sid=h.s.young_brain.20090713
A brain imaging study from MIT and Yale reveals the neural regions underlying social cognition—the ability to recognize 
other people’s thoughts and feelings—in children aged 6 to 11.
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EXPLORE WHAT MAKES US HUMAN

STUDENT WORKSHEET
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       Evolving Emotions 

To the left of Build a Brain, look for the wall that displays the brains of a sea snail (mollusk), an iguana 
(reptile), a raccoon (non-primate mammal), a macaque monkey (non-human primate), and a human. 
Working with a partner, compare and contrast the illustrations of diff erent animal brains. Then 
complete the chart below by indicating the presence (yes) or absence (no) of diff erent parts 
of the brain in each of the organisms.

2

Do these organisms
have …..? 

(Complete with yes or no)

Sea
Snail

Rhesus
Monkey HumanRaccoonIguana

BRAIN STEM and CEREBELLUM

LIMBIC SYSTEM

CORTEX

PREFRONTAL CORTEX

       Build a Brain 

In the Your Emotional Brain section, go to the 3-D model of a human brain and assemble it. Write the 
name of the brain part in the boxes. Then, draw a line to match the brain part with what it does.

1

Produces basic movements 
and motivations

Produces emotions 
and memories

Processes senses 
and thoughts

Helps humans plan ahead 
and make decisions

1

2

3

4

1.

2.

3.

4.
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       Don’t Read These Words 

In the same section, look for the display with a clock. Working with your partner, time each other to see 
how long it takes to say the COLOR of the words out loud (don’t read the words!). Record your time 
and your partner’s time. 

Try column A once, and column B three times to see if you get faster. 

4

NAME
Column A 

Time

Column B 

Time 1

Column B 

Time 2

Column B 

Time 3

       Chunk These Numbers 

Next, go to the Your Thinking Brain section and fi nd the area titled “Short-Term Memory.” Group the 
numbers in such a way that you can remember as many as possible. How did you organize them? 
Copy the chunks or groups of numbers that helped you remember the most numbers at once.

3



EXPLORE WHAT MAKES US HUMAN

STUDENT WORKSHEET
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       Evolving Emotions 

To the left of Build a Brain, look for the wall that displays the brains of a sea snail (mollusk), an iguana 
(reptile), a raccoon (non-primate mammal), a macaque monkey (non-human primate), and a human. 
Working with a partner, compare and contrast the illustrations of diff erent animal brains. Then 
complete the chart below by indicating the presence (yes) or absence (no) of diff erent parts 
of the brain in each of the organisms.

2

Do these organisms
have …..? 

(Complete with yes or no)

Sea
Snail

Rhesus
Monkey HumanRaccoonIguana

BRAIN STEM and CEREBELLUM

LIMBIC SYSTEM

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CORTEX

PREFRONTAL CORTEX

       Build a Brain 

In the Your Emotional Brain section, go to the 3-D model of a human brain and assemble it. Write the 
name of the brain part in the boxes. Then, draw a line to match the brain part with what it does.

1

BRAIN STEM and CEREBELLUM

LIMBIC SYSTEM

Produces basic movements 
and motivations

Produces emotions 
and memories

Processes senses 
and thoughts

Helps humans plan ahead 
and make decisions

CORTEX

PREFRONTAL CORTEX

1

2

3

4

1.

2.

3.

4.

ANSWER KEY
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       Don’t Read These Words 

In the same section, look for the display with a clock. Working with your partner, time each other to see 
how long it takes to say the COLOR of the words out loud (don’t read the words!). Record your time 
and your partner’s time. 

Try column A once, and column B three times to see if you get faster. 

4

NAME
Column A 

Time

Column B 

Time 1

Column B 

Time 2

Column B 

Time 3

       Chunk These Numbers 

Next, go to the Your Thinking Brain section and fi nd the area titled “Short-Term Memory.” Group the 
numbers in such a way that you can remember as many as possible. How did you organize them? 
Copy the chunks or groups of numbers that helped you remember the most numbers at once.

3

(Answers will vary)

(Answers will vary)

ANSWER KEY



OVERVIEW
Students will investigate how the brain works by exploring the charac-
teristics of neurons, how neurons communicate, and the plasticity of 
the brain. Students will also explore what we know about the teenage 
brain and how substances such as drugs (e.g. caffeine, alcohol) affect 
our brain and its functions.   

BACKGROUND FOR EDUCATOR
Our brain has sensing, emotional, thinking, and memory functions. All these functions ultimately depend on how neurons 
work. During adolescence neurons branch and form new connections. The more we use certain neuronal paths, the 
stronger they become. And unused connections weaken and fade away. The adolescent brain is still strengthening connec-
tions between its reasoning and emotion-related regions. In addition, the reward center of the brain is more active during 
adolescence than in adulthood. These fi ndings would explain why teenagers have weak cognitive control over high-risk 
behaviors such as drug and alcohol use, and why their brains are affected differently than adult brains.   

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

Class Discussion: Explore Our Brain
Use the following true/false statements to surface misconceptions 

and to stimulate a class discussion. Ask students what surprised them. 
Refer to the last page for more information on why these statements 
are false. 

•  Your brain stops developing once you’ve reached adulthood.  (False)

•  New neurons can’t be created.  (False)

• Touching the brain would hurt.  (False)

• When we’re asleep our brains are at rest.  (False)

• People with larger brains are smarter than people with smaller brains.  
   (False)

• Thinking is separate from emotions.  (False)

• Memories are stored in the brain like a computer.  (False)

• Things like language and memory reside in specifi c targeted areas of the brain.  (False)

Write on the board: “Your Sensing Brain”, “Your Emotional Brain”, “Your Thinking Brain”, and “Your Changing Brain”. Divide 
students into groups of three and have them come up with examples of how they use each of these “parts” of their brain. 

(Sample answer: When I meet with my friend, I use my thinking brain to decide what transportation I’ll take; my sensing 
brain when I use my vision to look at my friend and my hearing when I listen to what he/she says; my emotional brain when 
I’m afraid he/she will be mad at me because I’m late; and my changing brain when the experience of seeing my friend again 
strengthens the neural connections in my brain.)

Have each group come up with three to fi ve questions that they have about the brain. You may wish to have them look for 
answers to these questions as they explore the Brain exhibition. 

Explore Brains & Neurons: The Teenage Brain
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NYS Science Core Curriculum
LE 5.3a: Dynamic equilibrium results from 
detection of and response to stimuli. 
Organisms detect and respond to change 
in a variety of ways both at the cellular level 
and at the organismal level.

Plan how your students will explore Brain: 
The Inside Story using the four diff erent 
student worksheets. Jigsaw is a collaborative 
learning strategy that includes “home groups” 
and “expert groups”. Before coming to the 
Museum, set up the jigsaw by forming home 
groups (groups of four students). Within each 
home group, each student chooses to become an 
expert in one of four areas: “1: Your Sensing Brain”, 
“2: Your Emotional Brain”, “3: Your Thinking Brain”, 
and “4: Your Changing Brain”. Distribute the 
corresponding worksheets to the expert groups. 
You may want to review the worksheets and the 
map of the exhibition with them to make sure they 
understand what they are to do. 



DURING YOUR VISIT

Brain: The Inside Story Exhibition
3rd fl oor (45 minutes)
Have the four expert groups investigate the exhibition using the corresponding student worksheets: “1: Your Sensing Brain”, 
“2: Your Emotional Brain”, “3: Your Thinking Brain”, and “4: Your Changing Brain”. While all students will explore how neurons 
work and communicate in the Your Sensing Brain section, each expert group will investigate in-depth a specifi c section of 
the exhibition. You may wish to have students work in pairs to keep the exploration manageable and focused.  

Spitzer Hall of Human Origins 
1st fl oor (20 minutes)
Have students explore the third section of the exhibit “What Makes Us Human?” and take notes of the different abilities 
that seem to be unique to humans. Using the information gathered during the visit to the Brain exhibit, have students 
identify the regions of the brain that would be more related to those abilities that seem unique to humans.

BACK IN THE CLASSROOM

Activity: Our Sensing, Emotional, Thinking, and Changing Brain
To complete the jigsaw, have experts return to their home groups to share what they learned about their in-depth section. 
Encourage them to help each other develop a deeper understanding of the brain and how it works. 

Activity: The Teenage Brain
Inside the Teenage Brain: sciencebulletins.amnh.org/?sid=h.s.teen_brain.20100614
Have students explore this Human Bulletins Snapshot, which shows how neuroscientists’ fi ndings on the development of 
the brain in adolescence would explain the weak cognitive control over high-risk behaviors in adolescence. Divide students 
in groups and have them compare this Human Bulletin with their student worksheets. Ask students to review what they 
learned about functions and regions of the brain in the exhibition and apply this knowledge by completing the chart below.
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BRAIN FUNCTIONS AFFECTED BY 
ALCOHOL 

REGION OF THE BRAIN THAT 
PARTICIPATE IN THOSE FUNCTIONS

1. Sensory perception such as vision, hearing (Answer: visual cortex and auditory cortex)

2. Ability to speak (Answer: language cortex)

3. Judgment (Answer: prefrontal cortex)

4.  Body automatic functions like breathing and 
heartbeat

(Answer: brain stem)

5. Motor skills, coordination, and reaction time (Answer: motor cortex, cerebellum)

6. Balance (Answer: cerebellum)



ONLINE RESOURCES

Science Bulletins (Human Bulletins)
amnh.org/sciencebulletins

Nature Neuroscience: A Unique Adolescent Response to Reward Prediction Errors
nature.com/neuro/journal/v13/n6/full/nn.2558.html

Discovery News: Teen Brain Wired to Take Risks
news.discovery.com/human/teenager-brain-risky-behavior.html

PBS Frontline: Inside the Teenage Brain
pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/

Teenager Growth
teengrowth.com/index.cfm?action=info_article&ID_article=1372

SNF Brain Briefi ngs: Adolescent Brain
sfn.org/index.aspx?pagename=brainBriefi ngs_Adolescent_brain
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Brain Quiz Answers

•  Your brain stops developing once you’ve reached adulthood.  (False)
Your brain began forming before you were born, building the intricate network of neurons that help you survive in the 
world. Once developed, the basic structures for sensing, feeling and thinking last for a lifetime—yet your brain continues 
to change. The neural connections keep making adjustments with every experience and everything that you learn.

•  New neurons can’t be created.  (False)
Scientists once assumed that after early childhood, the number of neurons in the brain was fi xed, and no new ones could 
ever form. But recent research has shown that new neurons form throughout life in at least two areas of the brain: the 
hippocampus, which helps memories form, and the olfactory bulb, which processes smell.

•  Touching the brain would hurt.  (False)
The brain doesn’t have pain receptors, thus it can’t hurt. When we have headaches, the pain is caused by disturbance of 
the pain-sensitive structures around the brain. Several areas of the head and neck have these pain-sensitive structures: 
(a) within the cranium (e.g. blood vessels, meninges, and cranial nerves) and (b) outside the cranium (the periosteum of 
the skull, muscles, nerves, arteries and veins, subcutaneous tissues, eyes, ears, sinuses and mucous membranes).

•  When we’re asleep our brains are at rest.  (False)
Sleep can be described by reduced or lack of consciousness, relatively suspended sensory and non-motor activity, and 
inactivity of nearly all voluntary muscles. However, the brain is far from being at rest when we sleep. Scientists described 
the sleep cycle having fi ve stages through the night: 1, 2, 3, 5 and REM (rapid eye movement) sleep.

•  People with larger brains are smarter than people with smaller brains.  (False)
Although this was a belief commonly held and debated in the 19th and early 20th centuries, brain size among individuals 
does not vary signifi cantly. The brains of people who were widely considered to be smarter than most, turned out to be 
average-sized.

•  Thinking is separate from emotions.  (False)
Emotions tell you how important things are to you, whether your needs are being met and what you want to do about it. 
Your rational brain this input is “crippled.” In the same way, your thinking brain or cognitive part works regulating your 
emotional responses and impulses. 

•  Memories are stored in the brain like a computer.  (False)
Although the computer analogy is useful to visualize the interconnectedness of the neuronal network in the brain, 
memory in the brain is much more complex. While computers work based on bits of information, it seems that the brain 
stores information by enhancing neuronal connections, therefore, enhancing the synthesis of proteins for the formation 
of new dendrites and neurotransmitters, which will be involved in the connections and transmission of information. In 
addition, our brains have an emotional memory, which helps (and some hinders) our behaviors. 

•  Things like language and memory reside in specifi c targeted areas of the brain.  (False)
Although we can identify specifi c areas related to language (language cortex) and memory (hippocampus for long-term 
memory; basal ganglia for procedural memory; amygdala for emotional memory; and prefrontal cortex, for short-term 
memory), they never work in isolation.
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       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Sensing Brain

Record your answers to the following questions on a separate page. 

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel 
“What is a neuron?” 

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go back and fi nd the homunculus model and the panel 
“Feeling With Your Brain”. 

•  Describe or illustrate the process in which neurons relay touch 
signals from your fi nger to your brain.

Explore the rest of this section. Use illustrations and models of the brain to fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 1: Your Sensing Brain
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Which part of your brain is 
triggered when you are… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

Eating a bowl of hot soup

Listening to your favorite song

Reading news online

Climbing the rope in gym class

Label the parts of the neuron



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Sensing Brain

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel “What is a neuron?”  

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go back and fi nd the homunculus model and the panel 
“Feeling With Your Brain”. 

•  Describe or illustrate the process in which neurons relay touch 
signals from your fi nger to your brain.

Explore the rest of this section. Use illustrations and models of the brain to fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 1: Your Sensing Brain
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Which part of your brain is 
triggered when you are… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

Eating a bowl of hot soup
(Answers may include: gustatory 
cortex, olfactory cortex, somatosensory 
cortex)

(Answers may include: auditory cortex, hippocam-
pus [long-term memory], limbic system (emotion), 
Wernicke’s area [understanding language])

(Answers may include: visual cortex, 
the Wernicke’s area [understanding 
language])

(Answers may include: motor cortex, 
visual cortex, somatosensory cortex, 
cerebellum, brainstem)

(Sample answer: tasting cereal

(Sample answer: listening to the 
teacher)

(Sample answer: reading a book)

(Sample answer: playing handball)

Listening to your favorite song

Reading news online

Climbing the rope in gym class

(Answer: Neurons are cells specialized for communication of information. 
They form an interconnected network that is the basis for all brain 
function, allowing us to connect with the outside world, make thinking 
possible, and allow us to survive.)    

(Answer: There is a transmission of signals via chemical messengers called 
neurotransmitters. This is how neurons communicate information.)

(Answers may include: 1. Nerve endings in my skin transfer pressure, 
texture, heat, and pain into electrical signals. 2. Signals travel up my spinal 
cord to the thalamus, a kind of relay station that sends sensory information 
to different parts of the brain. 3. A long, narrow region called the 
somatosensory cortex takes in the signals. Different parts of this touch 
region process signals from different parts of the body.)    

Label the parts of the neuron

ANSWER KEY

cell
body

dendrites

synapse

axon



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Emotional Brain

Record your answers to the following questions on a separate page. 

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel 
“What is a neuron?” 

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go to the Your Emotional Brain section and explore the 
“How Do You Feel?” interactive. 

•  Did you choose to take the cookie or to please your mom? 
How did the decisions you make aff ect the levels of brain 
chemicals in your brain?

Go to the “Drugs” panel. Compare the effects of caffeine versus 
cocaine and heroine. 

• How do their eff ects diff er at the neuronal level? 

Explore the rest of this section. Use illustrations and models of the brain to fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 2: Your Emotional Brain
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Which part of your brain is 
triggered when you are… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

Climbing the rope in gym class

Recalling the fun summer trip

Catching your breath after 
running for the bus

Getting anxious about an exam

Label the parts of the neuron



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Emotional Brain

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel “What is a neuron?”  

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go to the Your Emotional Brain section and explore the 
“How Do You Feel?” interactive. 
•  Did you choose to take the cookie or to please your mom? How did the 

decisions you make aff ect the levels of brain chemicals in your brain?

Go to the “Drugs” panel. Compare the effects of caffeine versus cocaine and 
heroine. • How do their eff ects diff er at the neuronal level? 

Explore the rest of this section. Use illustrations and models of the brain to fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 2: Your Emotional Brain
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Which part of your brain is 
triggered when you are… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

Climbing the rope in gym class
(Answers may include: motor cortex, 
visual cortex, somatosensory cortex, 
cerebellum, brainstem)

(Answers may include: hippocampus 
[long-term memory], amygdala 
[emotional memory])

(Answers may include: brainstem 
(regulation of breathing and heartbeat)

(Answers may include: amygdala [emotions and 
emotional memory], hippocampus [long-term 
memory], hypothalamus [regulation of body changes 
related to emotions])

(Sample answer: playing handball)

(Sample answer: remembering the 
plot of a movie I watched when I was 
10 years old)

(Sample answer: my heart beats faster 
when I’m very nervous)

(Sample answer: worrying about my 
parent’s health)

Recalling the fun summer trip

Catching your breath after 
running for the bus

Getting anxious about an exam

(Answer: Neurons are cells specialized for communication of information. They form an
interconnected network that is the basis for all brain function, allowing us to connect with 
the outside world, make thinking possible, and allow us to survive.)    

(Answer: There is a transmission of signals via chemical messengers called 
neurotransmitters. This is how neurons communicate information.)

(Sample answer: If I choose to take the cookie, the level of dopamine rises, but soon the 
memory of my Mom makes the level of stress hormones rise. Now if I turn the cookie back, 
the level of dopamine and stress hormones drop; but if I go ahead and eat the cookie, the 
feeling of dangers makes stress hormones go up. If I choose to obey my Mom, the level of 
dopamine in my brain drops. Frustrated, I decide to take a ride on my bike, and the exercise 
increases the level of endorphins. I later chose to ask my Mom for a cookie, which increases 
the levels of dopamine and oxytocin.)

(Answer: Caffeine keeps us awake by blocking the neurotransmitter adenosine, which normally triggers receptors that make us sleepy. Drugs such 
as cocaine and heroine replicate the feeling of reward or pleasure, such as eating chocolate or being “in the zone” when running. However, drugs 
take a shortcut, producing the feeling of pleasure without the useful behavior, which can lead to addiction)

Label the parts of the neuron

ANSWER KEY

cell
body

dendrites

synapse

axon



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Thinking Brain

Record your answers to the following questions on a separate page.   

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel 
“What is a neuron?” 

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go to the Your Thinking Brain section. On the panels circling 
the large model of the brain stem and limbic system, examine DSI 
images of the brain. 

• What do the DSI scans reveal about how the brain works?

Explore the rest of this section. Use illustrations and models of the brain to fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 3: Your Thinking Brain
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Which part of your brain is 
triggered when you are… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

Listening to your favorite song

Reading news online

Deciding what’s the best route 
to get to the next class

Paying attention to what the 
teacher is saying

Label the parts of the neuron



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Thinking Brain

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel “What is a neuron?”  

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go to the Your Thinking Brain section. On the panels circling 
the large model of the brain stem and limbic system, examine DSI 
images of the brain. 

• What do the DSI scans reveal about how the brain works?

Explore the rest of this section. Use illustrations and models of the brain to fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 3: Your Thinking Brain
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Which part of your brain is 
triggered when you are… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

Listening to your favorite song
(Answers may include: auditory cortex, hip-
pocampus [for memory], limbic system [emotion], 
Wernicke’s area [understanding language])

(Answers may include: visual cortex, 
Wernicke’s area [understanding language])

(Answers may include: prefrontal 
cortex [planning], hippocampus 
[long-term memory])

(Answers may include: prefrontal lobe, visual cortex, 

auditory cortex, hippocampus [long-term memory], 

Wernicke’s area [understanding language])

(Sample answer: listening to the 
teacher)

(Sample answer: reading a book)

(Sample answer: playing video games, 
thinking about my future)

(Sample answer: paying attention to 
the dialogue in my favorite TV show)

Reading news online

Deciding what’s the best route 
to get to the next class

Paying attention to what the 
teacher is saying

(Answer: Neurons are cells specialized for communication of information. 
They form an interconnected network that is the basis for all brain 
function, allowing us to connect with the outside world, make thinking 
possible, and allow us to survive.)    

(Answer: There is a transmission of signals via chemical messengers called 
neurotransmitters. This is how neurons communicate information.)

(Answers may include: DSI scans reveal the countless neural connections 
between various brain parts in three dimensions. The images show how 
various regions of the brain work together, and the importance of the 
connections between them.)    

Label the parts of the neuron

ANSWER KEY

cell
body

dendrites

synapse

axon



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Changing Brain

Record your answers to the following questions on a separate page.   

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel 
“What is a neuron?” 

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go to the Your Changing Brain section and explore the 
Growing, Living, and Aging panel. 

•  What’s happening in your brain as you repeat an experience 
or memory?

• Why are teens more vulnerable to addiction? 

Explore the rest of this section and fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 4: Your Changing Brain
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Which part of the brain is 
triggered when… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

A baby learns to see

A teenager practices the piano 
everyday 

New neurons form

A blind person reads Braille

Label the parts of the neuron



       Investigate Neurons

       Investigate Your Changing Brain

At the end of the Your Sensing Brain section, look for the panel “What is a neuron?”  

• What are neurons and why are they important? 

• What happens when two neurons connect at the synapse?

Next, go to the Your Changing Brain section and explore the 
Growing, Living, and Aging panel. 

• What’s happening in your brain as you repeat an experience 
or memory?

• Why are teens more vulnerable to addiction?  

Explore the rest of this section and fi ll out this chart. 

TEAM 4: Your Changing Brain
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Which part of the brain is 
triggered when… Main Brain Part(s)

Think of another real-life 
example that uses these parts

A baby learns to see
(Answers may include: visual cortex)

(Answers may include: prefrontal cortex, motor 
cortex, auditory cortex, basal ganglia [procedural 
memory], hippocampus [long-term memory])

(Answers may include: hippocampus, 
olfactory bulb)

(Answers may include: visual cortex, 
somatosensory cortex)

(Sample answer: reading a book)

(Sample answer: solving math 
equations)

(Sample answer: forming memories, 
smelling food)

(Sample answer: writing Braille)

A teenager practices the piano 
everyday 

An adult brain forms new 
neurons

A blind person reads Braille

(Answer: Neurons are cells specialized for communication of information. They form an 
interconnected network that is the basis for all brain function, allowing us to connect with 
the outside world, make thinking possible, and allow us to survive.)    

(Answer: There is a transmission of signals via chemical messengers called 
neurotransmitters. This is how neurons communicate information.)

(Answer: the neuronal circuit or pathway involved in that experience or memory is 
reinforced by the addition of new connection between neurons. This changes the brain, 
which scientists call plasticity of the brain.)

(Answers may include: A teenager’s brain is supple and open to change, and skills 
learned at this age are likely to last a lifetime. For the same reasons, risky habits picked 
up during the teenage years, such as alcohol and drug abuse, are especially hard to 
shake. Scientists have found that the adolescent brain is still strengthening connections 
between its reasoning and emotion-related regions. In addition, the reward center of the 
brain is more active during adolescence than in adulthood. These fi ndings would explain 
the weak cognitive control over high-risk behaviors, such as drug use in adolescence.)

Label the parts of the neuron

ANSWER KEY

cell
body

dendrites

synapse

axon




